OUTIN FUTURES was founded in year 2000 to provide ‘one-stop service’ of complete cosmetic development which includes concept development, cosmetic R&D, brand design solution, packaging development and production.

OUTIN FUTURES now focuses on creating new concept, new reason and new lifestyle value not only with our private labels but major cosmetic brands in the world.

We Create new Reason & Value.

President: Youngwook Choi
Established: DEC. 2000
Services: Cosmetic Development, Production & Packaging
Contact: T. 82-2-571-2432
General Inquiry: ycho@outinco.com
English Inquiry: shkang@outinco.com
Chinese Inquiry: jebang@outinco.com
Japanese Inquiry: mzlee@gmail.com
OUTIN FUTURES

Headquartered in the heart of Seoul, Youngwook Choi and his employees, hand in hand, work hard to become a company that creates world recognized beauty brands and products.

In addition to across-the-board development capabilities, unrivalled commitment, OUTIN FUTURES operates New York and Shanghai branch to consistently exchange market trend transition and needs.

Headquarters 443 Apple Tree Tower, 14F
              Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, KOREA

New York Branch 79 Madison Ave 2F
                 Newyork, NY, 10016

Shanghai Branch Shanghai Minhang District
                  No. 6088 humin road,
                  Calderon dream business building 11F
OUTIN FUTURES

R&D experts, product development experts, design experts & production experts with strong cosmetic background such as Amorepacific and LG have gathered together in OUTIN FUTURES and work hard to provide the most trusted research & development, creative design solution and quality production to our clients.

KEY PERSONS

- Adminstration Head: Joo, Young Gyu
- Operation Head: Cho, Yeon
- Marketing Head: Lee, Hyun
- Sales Head: Park, Kyoungmyo
- Design Center Head: Son, Youngho
- Design Head: Won, Soonjae
- Factory Head: Moon, Changbai
- Laboratory Head: Park, Changhoon
- Branch Head: Kim, Janet
OUTINFUTURES

DESIGN Center.

We design reason and value.
We create radically effective value in our brand and product design that meet both customers’ lifestyle and service requirements based on the brand’s philosophy and strategy.

We design real innovation.
We do not create innovation with just fancy rhetoric or just eye-catching disruptive that only attracts customers for a short period of time. We create innovation to act as a catalyst for growth, to develop new customers value and to create new paradigm that aids in comfort, convenience, and efficiency in everyday life.

We design everything in beauty.
We focus on even the smallest details to bring out the beauty while fulfilling requirements of principal purpose and function of the brand. We help brand build customers love and trust by allowing consumers to touch and feel beautiful richness of every detail of design while its rational function meets new needs, or adds value to lifestyle.
OUTIN FUTURES

OUTIN FUTURES has won numerous global Awards including Reddot Award, World Packaging Award Grand Prize, Korea Star Award Grand Prize and more.

- Reddot Design Award, Packaging, winner 2016
- iF Award, Packaging, winner 2016
- Good Design Award, winner 2015
- Reddot Design Award, Packaging, winner 2014
- WPO (World Packaging Organization), Grand Prize, 2013
- Korea Star Award, Grand Prize, 2012
- Best Product Award 2013

Supported by President Counsel On Intellectual Property
- Korea Hit Product Award 2013
  supported by Korea Marketing Association
OUTIN FUTURES expanded business scale by establishing a R&D lab and a factory in year 2009 to research high-tech dermatology science, to develop unchallenged cosmetic formula and to manufacture new innovative skin care products and sheet mask.

And to assure that all products are manufactured in compliance with specifications of texture, smell and effectiveness, we operate in-house test team to give the most enriching experiences for the end users which will directly engage our clients’ trust.

Founded: JAN. 2009

Specialized: Skincare, Anti-aging, Beauty Products & Makeup
Fiber Mask / Hydrogel Mask / Patches
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Our new factory is equipped with the up to date technology, first class equipments to develop competitive and quality products.

Factory 154, Gieopdos 1-ro, Daesowon-myeon, Chungju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do, Korea

Relocated JAN. 2014

Size 150,000 ft²

Production Capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURING FACILITIES</th>
<th>NO. of LINES</th>
<th>Monthly Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKIN CARE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEET MASK</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDROGEL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LAB.

We do our best to constantly research and develop innovative formula and new mask type that are truly beneficial to consumers, which will lead client’s success in the market.

We focus on true benefits for skin with powerful penetration based on the latest skin care technologies, derived from the nature and this trend is set to grow in the future.

Our head scientists have years of experience and expertise, are the best and the brightest in the field and we are partnered with KIST/ KTR & IEC KOREA to invent and to perfect new, high-performing cosmetics.
OUTIN FUTURES

Strict Quality Control by CGMP standard

Our strict QC management system is operated and observed throughout the whole process from raw material inspection, half-finished product, finished product inspection and delivery.

Clean production environment, Clean work

We strictly maintain our facility clean and sanitized to produce healthy products for skin. And we are committed to provide clean, honest service as well.
OUTIN FUTURES

All cosmetics are produced by the Global ISO 22716 standards and CGMP by KFDA.

- CGMP by KFDA certificate
- ISO 22716 GMP certificate
- ISO 9001:2008 the quality management standard
- ISO 14001:2004 the environmental management standard
- Inobiz Certificate
NEOGENLAB is a new concept, fourth generation laboratory in our faculty that has contributed great developments specially for OUTIN FUTURES’s own private labels. NEOGENLAB has developed new skin rejuvenating formulas based on high dermaceutical biotechnologies and neo-nature with more focus on safer, more intensive function, multitasking function and to improve skin penetration capability.

Neo-nature is future-oriented concept term and the research field defined by naturalistic futurists based on the foundation that human lives are destined to always evolve and communicate in nature and with nature. This term is not only for principle metaphor of naturalism but is the futuristic mega-trend in modern lifestyle that values the ultimate coexistence between human lives and nature for the survival of mankind.
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Our brands developed by NEOGENLAB

NEOGEN DERMALOGY

Launched in 2008
Bio-dermaceutical Expertise
Advanced Solution, Scientifically proven routines Clinically proven formulas

NEOGEN Agecure

Launched in 2016
Bio-dermaceutical Expertise
A targeted wrinkle solution, that focuses on anti-aging for a younger and ageless appearance.

Launched in 2011
High-performance Trendsetter
Cult-favorite, multiplaying Invasive blend of humor & science from cleanser to mask

WE CREATE REASON & VALUE.
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Our brands developed by NEOGENLAB

**Vt**
Launched in 2015
*Easy Perfection*
Easy, Perfect, and Personal.
We stay with you all the time until the last drop

**Sur. Medic**
Launched in 2014
*Urgent Replenish & Repair*
Highly effective, non-prescription Targeted, Problem-solving from brightening to antiaging

**re:p.**
Launched in 2014
*Rawganic Vegan*
Preservative-free, Botanical-based Skin-purifying, Glow-boosting Real Elemental Practice

**Lakemüler**
Launched in 2014
*Private-spa Aquaceutical*
The highest aqua nutrient potency Birch sap-infused, concentrated Modern luxe spa treatment
Bio-dermaceutical Expertise, NEOGEN DERMALOGY is developed with modern biotechnology skin care science, dedicated to maximize benefits for skin through latest biotechnologies, based upon fundamental knowledge of skin and Neo-nature.

NEO- Nature
With modern biotechnology skin care science

GEN- Bio
Applied various 4th generation biotechnologies

Dermalceutical
Dedicated to maximize benefits for skin

Technology
The new concept in skin care science
It all started with a Gauze Pack—a multi functions, a totally new concept mask pack with specially designed 3-layer sheet, to cleanse while giving the effects of special facial, that magically removes everything from dead skin to dark spots. **High-performance Trendsetter**, NEOGEN CODE9 focuses on convenience and multi functions that offer dynamic effects with invasive blend of humor & science.

**NEO- Nature**
**GEN- Bio**
C Convenient
O One step skin care
D Dynamic
E Effects
9 9 products in 1 solution, for 9 different skin problems.
Provides 9 plus effects and benefits for skin, Proven through 9 clinical tests.
‘Neogen Agecure’ is an anti-wrinkle care brand that restores youth in skin age by effectively enhancing concerns about wrinkles and skin firmness. Restore your skin’s resilience with Neogen Agecure made by Neogenlab’s technology to infuse effects to enhance wrinkles and firmness through its composition, Argireline Solution C, which its effectiveness is scholarly approved by SCI level journals.

‘Neogen Agecure’ No.1 seller, One Minute Wrinkle RX is Miraculous Rejuvenation Program formulated with Argireline 100,000PPM. Argireline is a synthetic amino acid that comes from natural extracts and has an excellent effect on increasing collagen. It is also an excellent substitution to Botox.

11 Kinds of Clinical Tests Completed + Hypo-allergic Test Completed AGECURE, Prominent change in skin age within just 1 minute.
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It’s time we need urgent skin rescue brand that treats everyday beauty and skincare challenges. **Skin urgent replenish & repair**, SUR.MEDIC is created with all KFDA-approved, non-prescription, over-the-counter formulas to target specific skin issues from dryness, spots to wrinkles, and to provide solutions from brightening to antiaging for men and women of all ages—and skin types—specialized products that really work.

The packaging says what the products are for, the products do exactly what they say, and they work effectively like medicine but still feel wonderful like any other luxury cosmeceuticals.

**SUR.MEDIC**
Skin, Urgent sur-, super- / evokes the words like ‘surgical’ & ‘survival’
Practicing NEO-Nature Philosophy, our spirit grew more assertive and progressive and by creating Rawganic Vegan Cosmetic, RE:P, we were able to achieve power of initiative in real elemental practice to protect natural environment, to obtain consistent quality botanical-based active ingredients with eco-friendly technology and to develop skin-purifying, glow-boosting, Non-GMO formulas.

RE:P believes that nutrition is as essential for our skin as it is for our body. The brand nourishes complexion with the healthy ingredients that your body naturally craves. It uses a precisely balanced formulation of minerals, probiotics, and antioxidants “without” PEGs, TEA, DEA, propylene, glycol, synhetic color, synthetic fragrance, mineral oil, and silicones.

Reuse, Recycle, and Repeat
Real Elemental Practice
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NEOGEN enters the global market with advanced technologies and superior design.

KOREA
OLIVE YOUNG, LOTTE DEPARTMENT STORE, SHILA DUTY FREE TOTAL 700 STORES

US
SEPHORA/ BIRCHBOX/ URBAN OUTFITTERS/ HAUTELOOK/ SOKOGLAM 400 STORES

HONGKONG
6 Road Shops at major locations, Watsons total 120 stores

CHINA Jumei TAIWAN COSMED/ 86SHOPS THAILAND SEPHORA CMG Watsons, Boots
& JAPAN, SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, VIETNAM etc